
Town Meeting 

12/13/18 

 

Chair:  

Co-chair:  

Secretary:  

 

Precursors: 

SAB 

Staff Meeting 

 

Class Meeting 

HB Apparel 

Announcement: 

Anyone can be a chair 

Monday at TA and Tuesday at I block fab 

fest teachers need to attend. 

Saturday a company will come in and take 

photos of the murals. A book will be made 



out of the photos. In the new year during 

TAs we will talk about what life will be like 

in the new building. Any questions? Senior 

quotes will be in a wall we take over to the 

new building. There will be about 150 

parking spaces for teachers and Stratford. Is 

7-11 on or off campus? Will after school 

activities be a problem? After school access. 

Will students get parking in Rosslyn? 

Where do parents park when they come to 

events? Teacher parking? Building exits? 

What traditions should we carry on to the 

new building? APS SmartTrip cards? What 

will the first day be like? Can we go I. A 

week before school to figure out the layout? 

Will night of mayhem still happen? More 

field trips could happen: it is convenient 

being by the metro. Tour of the school 

before first day? Should we have a welcome 



committee? Fundraiser for fun outdoor 

patio stuff? What will they be like? 

Performance spaces will be very desirable. 

Make use of the space! School wide project 

on a wall? Junior lounge? Sophomore 

lounge? Decorate outside of the lockers? 

3:30 today there will be a meeting 

discussing the different colored floors. Can 

we get the chairs with wheels? The colors of 

the floors will be a strong characteristic of 

the building. Paint the stairs as a rainbow? 

Ceiling colored tiles will be in the hallways. 

Pick non-ugly colors. Should the floors be 

multiple colors? We can always paint over 

the walls to change the color. Taking photos 

of the old ceiling tiles that have paint on 

them? The paint will be expensive. We can't 

recreate this building. Make the new 

building unique. Make poetry of the old 



senior quotes on the walls? Science says 

that certain people have certain emotional 

reactions to some colors. Student artwork 

needs to stand out on the walls. What will 

the first week be like for Stratford students? 

Athletics? Bus drop off and pickup will be in 

the back of the building.  

Motions: 

Discussions: 

 


